
The number of new Covid-19 cases has fallen 

further this week to 64 (there may be a small 

reporting delay after the bank holiday). Testing is 

unchanged, with another small fall in positivity. 

120,106 first dose and 34,747 second dose 

vaccines have been given (up to 3rd May).

It’s vital that everyone currently eligible gets a 

vaccine when offered; getting vaccinated protects 

the whole community and not just yourself. Book 

yours at www.newham.gov.uk/bookyourvaccine

Community transmission of Covid-19 remains a risk 

so it is important to:

• Test yourself regularly, even if vaccinated:

www.newham.gov.uk/rapidtesting

www.newham.gov.uk/hometesting

• Wear a face mask when around others or when 

in indoor places.

• Ensure you isolate if you have symptoms, test 

positive or are a contact. Support is available.

Jason Strelitz 
Director of Public Health

London Borough of Newham

5 May 2021

Data source: Covid-19 Situational Awareness Explorer, (PHE).  Rendered on 5th May for data reported up to and including 1st.  Due to reporting delays the most recent 4 days are excluded. 1: Numbers for the previous week may 
be different from last week’s dashboard as new data can change counts for previous weeks.  2: Pillar 2 only (this is new testing capacity set up for Covid-19 response).

NEWHAM WEEKLY COVID-19 STATISTICS
Updated: 5th May for period 25th to 1st May 2021                                www.newham.gov.uk/coviddashboard
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Total weekly tests: 8,0402

35,545
total cases to date
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https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk

370,772
tests to date

8,123
tests last week

120,106 first dose given (36% of population). Of these:
• Cohort 1: 239 to older residents in care (92%)
• Cohort 2: 3,487 to 80+ (82%)
• Cohort 3: 6,460 to 75+ years (82%)
• Cohort 4: 11,507 to 70+ (82%) 12,673 to CEV (78%)
• 81,933 to under 70 years (29%)
• 2,312 to frontline health and social care workforce
*Cohort breakdown recalculated to avoid double counting 

therefore individual cohort counts won’t match previous data

Vaccination coverage (up to 3rd May 2021)

7 day case rate / 
100,000 persons / week

Second wave cases
7 day case rate for Newham

http://www.newham.gov.uk/bookyourvaccine
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Ward testing data for April 2021


